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INTRODUCTION {#lio2235-sec-0001}
============

Harnessing the power of the immune system for the treatment of cancer has tremendous promise---promise based on not only the capacity of immune system to recognize and kill malignant cells, but also, and perhaps more importantly, built on its ability to "remember" prior tumor cell exposure through recall responses. Early attempts to manipulate the immune response through techniques such as intratumoral administration of immune adjuvants, generation and passive administration of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes,[1](#lio2235-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} active vaccination against tumor‐associated/tumor‐specific antigens,[2](#lio2235-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#lio2235-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#lio2235-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and cell‐based vaccines,[5](#lio2235-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} showed the promise of cancer immunotherapy. However, in general, these approaches yielded only sporadic success and/or could not be translated into phase III clinical trials to validate their utility.[6](#lio2235-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}

Over the past several years, the promise of cancer immunotherapy has started to be realized. For example, there is a burgeoning availability of approved monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that protect and/or augment the functions of T cells and other cell populations---affording them the opportunity to mediate tumor destruction.[7](#lio2235-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These advances are occurring in parallel/synergy with cell‐based engineering approaches that allow creation of immune cells that specifically recognize tumor‐associated/specific molecules.[8](#lio2235-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#lio2235-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Finally, the knowledge that tumors have a variety of unique proteins, called neoantigens, that can be recognized and targeted by the immune system, creates new opportunities for both vaccine development and use in combination with passive cell transfer.[10](#lio2235-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#lio2235-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#lio2235-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} The purpose of this review is to provide a brief overview of the field of I‐O and then to focus on the use of mAbs designed to manipulate co‐stimulatory/co‐inhibitory molecules, with particular attention on immunomodulatory mAbs relevant to the treatment of patients suffering from malignancies of the head and neck.

*What Is Immuno‐Oncology? A Brief Overview* {#lio2235-sec-0002}
-------------------------------------------

In its broadest sense, I‐O can be conceptualized as any treatment that either directly or indirectly modulates the immune system, and whereby the result of such modulation influences the development, maintenance, and/or progression of malignant disease. Many treatments, e.g., radiation/chemotherapy, have broad immunologic effects that likely impact both tumor response rates and potential for disease recurrence. As such, for the purposes of this review, we will restrict use of the term, I‐O, to characterize three broad clinical platforms: active approaches using cancer vaccines, passive approaches using either designer immune cells, and mixed approaches, e.g., antibodies designed to target specific proteins on the tumor cell surface and/or manipulate defined co‐stimulatory/co‐inhibitory pathways.

Active approaches are best exemplified by the administration of vaccines, which induce the immune response to immunogens shared between the vaccine and the tumor. For example, our group has pioneered the use of Trojan Peptide Vaccines (TPV) designed to target the immune response to MAGE‐A3 and HPV‐16 proteins expressed in specific tumor types.[6](#lio2235-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#lio2235-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#lio2235-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} These peptides are undergoing evaluation in a randomized phase IIb clinical trial to determine their efficacy---in combination with low‐dose Cytoxan, GM‐CSF, and Hiltonol---to prevent recurrent disease in patients with high‐risk oral cavity cancer who have completed standard of care therapy. Currently, others and we are also developing vaccine approaches to target neoantigens---defined as unique tumor‐specific proteins resulting from mutations in the tumor genome.[15](#lio2235-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#lio2235-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#lio2235-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#lio2235-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} While these approaches hold tremendous promise for preventing disease recurrence in high‐risk settings and for therapeutic use as part of combinatorial platforms, in our opinion, it is unlikely that vaccine‐based approaches alone will effectively treat large volume disease.

Active approaches require the immune system to generate antigen responses and to harness those responses as a means to mediate tumor regression. In contrast, passive I‐O approaches, such as cell‐based treatments, deliver agents that, in and of themselves, may be completely able to mediate tumor regression. A complete discussion of modern cell‐based therapies is beyond the scope of this review and several excellent references are available in the literature.[19](#lio2235-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#lio2235-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#lio2235-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} In general, such engineered cells can be categorized into two broad groups: chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells[22](#lio2235-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#lio2235-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} that are engineered to target proteins present on the tumor cell *surface,* e.g., CD19 and chimeric T cell receptor--expressing cells that are engineered to target *intracellular* proteins, e.g., MAGE‐A3.[24](#lio2235-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} While clinical use of these cells has resulted in spectacular treatment successes, particularly for patients with B cell lymphomas, significantly more work is required to realize similar acmes in solid malignancies, to limit "on target" side effects mediated by these therapies, and to increase the accessibility of such approaches.[25](#lio2235-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#lio2235-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#lio2235-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

The final type of I‐O approach, mAb therapy, has both active and passive components.[28](#lio2235-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Historically, the use of Abs for the immunotherapy of squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) adhered to Paul Ehrlich\'s original concept of a "magic bullet"[29](#lio2235-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}---where Abs specific for unique protein epitopes could seek out and kill cells bearing these epitopes on their surfaces through processes termed antibody dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) (Fig. [1](#lio2235-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).[30](#lio2235-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#lio2235-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The utility of targeted mAb therapy for SCCHN is best evidenced by the ability of the anti‐EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor) mAb, cetuximab (Erbitux), in combination with radiation to improve loco regional control and survival in advanced SCCHN when compared to radiation alone.[32](#lio2235-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Despite the fact that this study proved the therapeutic potential of cetuximab, the impact of cetuximab on clinical outcomes is modest and meta analyses suggest that cetuximab and radiation therapy (XRT) are likely not equivalent to platinum/XRT combinations in the treatment of advanced SCCHN.[33](#lio2235-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

![**Targeted Antibody Therapy.** Targeted mAbs, eg, Cetuximab, bind proteins that are uniquely or preferentially expressed on the tumor cell surface. Engagement of the aggregated Fc fragments of these mAbs by Fc receptors (FcR) on NK cells enables NK cell--mediated tumor killing through a process termed antibody dependent cell‐mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC). Alternatively, binding of these Fc aggregates to FcRs on phagocytic cells such as macrophages can induce Ab dependent cell--mediated phagocytosis (ADCP) (not shown). Finally, binding to C1q, which is the first component of the classical complement cascade, can result in complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). Importantly, in some cases, these mAbs also block receptor ligand interactions that can potentiate tumor proliferation and survival.](LIO2-4-62-g001){#lio2235-fig-0001}

More recently, Abs are being "repurposed" for cancer therapy---not as the targeted agents that Ehrlich originally envisioned, but rather as tools capable of governing the anti‐tumor immune response through inhibition of "immune checkpoints" that mediate immunologic tolerance and by stimulating receptors, which facilitate the proliferation, survival, and trafficking of immune cells into the tumor microenvironment.[34](#lio2235-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, the receptors and ligands that compose these co‐inhibitory pathways are, in general, not specifically expressed on tumors and/or in the tumor microenvironment. Rather, in the healthy host, these receptor--ligand interactions tightly control the process known as immune homeostasis---a process that allows for immune mediated surveillance and prevention of malignancy[35](#lio2235-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} while simultaneously regulating aberrant immune responses capable of mediating autoimmunity.[36](#lio2235-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Malignant cells and cells within the tumor microenvironment "hijack" the same pathways that are integral to our immunologic health and use them as a biologic shield to evade immune destruction.

The best studied of the immune checkpoint inhibitors for the treatment of SCCHN are those that block PD‐L1 (B7‐H1, CD274)[37](#lio2235-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} and PD‐1 (CD279)[38](#lio2235-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#lio2235-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} interactions.[40](#lio2235-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#lio2235-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} In the early 2000s our lab was the first to report that PD‐L1 was expressed on a wide variety of malignancies, including SCCHN, and that blockade of the interactions between PD‐L1 and one of its cognate ligands, PD‐1, could facilitate tumor rejection (Fig. [2](#lio2235-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).[42](#lio2235-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#lio2235-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} These findings were later reproduced and expanded by many other investigative teams, demonstrating both the veracity of these initial data and the potential role of PD‐L1: PD‐1 blockade in the treatment of SCCHN.[44](#lio2235-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#lio2235-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#lio2235-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#lio2235-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}

![**PD‐1:PD‐L1 Blockade.** PD‐L1--- expressed either on the tumor cell surface or on cells within the tumor microenvironment---binding to PD‐1 and/or CD80 on the surface of tumor reactive effector T cells, renders them dysfunctional. Blockade of these interactions with α--PD‐1 or α--PD‐L1 mAbs, protects these cells and facilitates their anti‐tumor activity. While α--PD‐1 and α--PD‐L1 mAbs are often considered to be analogous, α--PD‐L1 mAbs block the interactions between PD‐L1 and PD‐1/CD80 while α--PD‐1 mAbs inhibit PD‐1 engagement of both PD‐L1 and PD‐L2 (Not Shown). Both α--PD‐1 and α--PD‐L1 mAbs are further differentiated by the ability of their aggregated Fc fragments to activate complement and mediate ADCC/ADCP.](LIO2-4-62-g002){#lio2235-fig-0002}

Recent studies have translated these early findings into the clinic, evaluating the utility of a modified human IgG4 anti‐PD‐1 mAb, nivolumab in the treatment of patients with recurrent, progressive SCCHN, status post‐platinum failure. Patients receiving nivolumab versus standard therapy enjoyed improved response rates, better progression‐free survival, enhanced 1‐year survival rates, and reduced grade 3/4 toxicity. Despite such success, the response rate in the nivolumab group was only 13.3%, and the levels of PD‐L1 expression were not significantly associated with drug‐related benefit.[48](#lio2235-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Notably, a second PD‐1 inhibitor, pembrolizumab, yielded similar efficacy in a nearly analogous patient cohort.[49](#lio2235-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Collectively, these studies introduce some of the promise and challenges associated with I‐O based treatments for SCCHN.

*How Does mAb:I‐O Differ from Chemotherapy---What Is all the Hype?* {#lio2235-sec-0003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Traditional chemotherapy targets tumors by attacking rapidly proliferating cells during distinct phases of the cell cycle. The lack of specificity of such approaches commonly results in "off target" physical morbidity---morbidity which also manifests as psychosocial distress.[50](#lio2235-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} In contrast to traditional chemotherapy, immune modulating mAbs, (Ab:I‐O), harness the patient\'s own antitumor immune response to mediate disease regression. These Abs block receptor:ligand interactions that would promote anti‐tumor T cell death, and/or stimulate receptors that facilitate effective priming, trafficking, and proliferation of tumor reactive T cells. A complete discussion of these receptor ligand‐co‐signaling pathways can be found elsewhere.[51](#lio2235-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#lio2235-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} The fundamental difference between the manipulation of such co‐signaling pathways and traditional chemotherapy is that such I‐O strategies have the potential to "teach" the immune system---allowing the antitumor immune response to evolve and adapt in response to changes in active and passive tumor defense "strategies." Such I‐O approaches also have the potential to induce memory responses, which enable long‐term tumor stability/remission---potentially without the requirement for continued drug administration.[53](#lio2235-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

Importantly, based on their mechanisms of action, mAb: I‐O--based therapies have both different and overlapping side effects versus traditional chemotherapeutics[54](#lio2235-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}---side effects termed immune‐related adverse events (IRAEs).[55](#lio2235-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#lio2235-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} For example, patients with SCCHN treated with the anti--PD‐1 mAb, nivolumab, reported fatigue, nausea, and adverse skin effects, while those patients treated with methotrexate, docetaxol, or cetuximab had more profound gastrointestinal complications. Of greater import, patient reported quality of life was improved in nivolumab‐treated individuals versus those receiving standard of care.[48](#lio2235-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}

*Where Do We Go From Here? Overcoming Biologic Hurdles to Improve Clinical Outcomes* {#lio2235-sec-0004}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since the approval of the anti‐CTLA‐4 mAb (Fig. [3](#lio2235-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), Ipilimumab, by the FDA in 2011, the field of I‐O has witnessed explosive growth.[51](#lio2235-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} However, despite dramatic responses to mAb‐mediated manipulation of co‐signaling pathways in select patients with SCCHN, the overall response rates are disappointingly low. Improving these overall response rates may be facilitated by improved predictive outcome algorithms, rationale therapeutic mAb design, combinatorial treatment approaches, and adoption of alternate clinical trial schemes.

![**CTLA‐4 Blockade.** Tumor reactive T cells have variable patterns of CD28 and CTLA‐4 expression. Engagement of CD28 on the T cell surface by its cognate ligands CD80 (B7‐1) and/or CD86 (B7‐2), expressed on antigen presenting cells (APC), activates and potentiates these cells. In contrast, binding of these same ligands to the CTLA‐4 counter receptor, inhibits anti‐tumor T cell function. By blocking the binding of CD80/CD86 to CTLA‐4, α‐CTLA‐4 mAbs promote activating CD80/CD86:CD28 interactions that enhance T cell activity.](LIO2-4-62-g003){#lio2235-fig-0003}

*Predicting Treatment Responses* {#lio2235-sec-0005}
--------------------------------

One effective means to improve the clinical response rates for mAb:I‐O is to better understand those individuals most likely to respond to treatment. Using the PD‐L1:PD‐1 pathway as an example, early data from our group---showing that patients with high levels of PD‐L1 either on renal cell carcinomas and/or in their tumor microenvironment was associated with a poor prognosis---led to the hypothesis that levels of PD‐L1 may predict response to anti‐PD‐L1/PD‐1 blockade.[57](#lio2235-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} While it is certainly true that the levels of PD‐L1 expression are associated with treatment responses in patients with certain tumor types, e.g., melanoma, the association between PD‐L1 expression and response to therapy is far from universal.[58](#lio2235-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#lio2235-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#lio2235-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, even in tumor histologies where high PD‐L1 expression is associated with improved response rates to anti‐PD‐L1/PD‐1, e.g., non--small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), many patients with high PD‐L1 expression do not benefit from therapy.[61](#lio2235-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}

Potential causes for the discordance between PD‐L1 expression and treatment outcomes are based on the fact that PD‐L1 is an inducible molecule, so that expression is dynamic.[43](#lio2235-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#lio2235-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, core/fine needle aspiration biopsies used for analysis may not be representative of PD‐L1 expression levels in the tumor as a whole.[63](#lio2235-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, multiple different assays and different staining protocols may yield different outcomes, particularly with regard to the percentage of tumor cells expressing PD‐L1 and whether PD‐L1 expression in the microenvironment is taken into consideration.[64](#lio2235-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#lio2235-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, because PD‐L1 can induce early T cell proliferation, it is possible that in certain instances, PD‐L1 expression will actually be beneficial.[62](#lio2235-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} Finally, based on recent data in NSCLC, it is likely that some mAbs targeting the PD‐1 pathway are dependent on PD‐L1 expression while other are not.[61](#lio2235-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#lio2235-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to PD‐L1 expression, intratumoral heterogeneity (ITH) is a valuable tool for predicting response to PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade.[66](#lio2235-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#lio2235-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, anti PD‐1 therapy is often effective for patients with mismatch repair deficiency---recognized to have high levels of ITH---independent of tumor type.[68](#lio2235-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#lio2235-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#lio2235-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} Our understanding of the biologic basis for the improved outcomes to PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade in patients with high levels of ITH is somewhat limited. However, it is likely that these improved responses are premised on the diversity of potential neoantigens within the tumor microenvironment---diversity that provides more targets for the immune system to attack while also preventing the tumor from evading the immune response by single antigen loss/downregulation.[69](#lio2235-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}

Importantly, the role of ITH as a predictor of response may be more nuanced than just the absolute levels of heterogeneity. Specifically, one recent study suggests that response to PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade is predicated not only on high levels of heterogeneity, but rather on the fact that this heterogeneity is clonal, ie, the mutations are common throughout the tumor. Furthermore, acknowledging the caveats mentioned above, it is interesting to note that select patients with high levels of ITH appear respond to PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade in the absence of PD‐L1 expression.[71](#lio2235-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} New heterozygosity algorithms such as mutant allele tumor heterogeneity (MATH) developed by Rocco and colleagues, may allow rapid integration of ITH levels into patient selection protocols.[72](#lio2235-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to PD‐L1 expression and ITH, it is now becoming increasingly apparent that patients whose tumors have inflammatory signature, eg, IFN‐γ, have higher response rates to PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade versus individuals lacking such phenotypes.[73](#lio2235-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#lio2235-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, we are now beginning to understand the biologic basis for the lack of inflammation in select tumors---a pathophysiology that appears to rely on the absence of chemokines requisite for the trafficking of BATf3 DCs into the tumor microenvironment and the stimulator of interferon genes (STING) pathway.[75](#lio2235-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} Unfortunately, despite ongoing research efforts to induce immune invasion into the tumor microenvironment through the use of oncolytic viruses,[76](#lio2235-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#lio2235-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} STING agonists,[78](#lio2235-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} and modified anti‐PD‐L1 mAbs which trap immunosuppressive cytokines,[79](#lio2235-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} no standardized clinical approaches are currently available.

The most recent efforts to define patients most likely to respond to checkpoint inhibition have focused on the microbiome. Data from three separate studies have now clearly demonstrated that the presence of specific gut microbiota correlate with outcome to PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade.[80](#lio2235-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#lio2235-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#lio2235-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} While the biologic basis for the relationship between the gut microbiome and the response to checkpoint inhibition remains uncertain, these data hold promise that the gut microbiome may not only serve as a prognostic tool, but also, that manipulation of the gut microbiota may be an effective strategy to improve treatment outcomes.

*Rational Drug Design* {#lio2235-sec-0006}
----------------------

In the rush to translate Ab:I‐O into clinical practice for an ever‐increasing number of indications, we as a field have largely lost interest in improving/understanding the tools used to manipulate these co‐signaling pathways. For instance, the majority of mAbs designed to inhibit the PD‐L1:PD‐1 pathway have Fc fragments engineered to eliminate their potential to induce ADCC and CDC.[40](#lio2235-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#lio2235-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} While such engineering strategies were likely adopted to mitigate safety concerns, the majority of the original proof of concept studies were performed using rat‐derived Abs that maintain these functional capabilities.[43](#lio2235-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

The importance of these biologic differences is highlighted in a recent murine study showing that engagement of activating FcγRs enhances the activity of mAbs targeting PD‐L1 though modulation of myeloid cell in the tumor microenvironment. In contrast, activating FcγRs are detrimental to the function of anti‐PD‐1 mAbs as they mediate loss of CD8 tumor infiltrating lymphocytes.[83](#lio2235-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, using a series of FcγR^‐/‐^ mice, we showed that the anti‐tumor activity of mAbs targeting the costimulatory molecule, CD137, are dependent on defined Fc:FcR interactions.[84](#lio2235-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} Such observations become even more important when taken in the context of studies from others and us showing that engagement of FcRs through multimeric Fc fusion proteins---somewhat analogous to mAb opsonization of a tumor target---have the potential to induce tolerance.[85](#lio2235-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#lio2235-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#lio2235-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#lio2235-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#lio2235-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#lio2235-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} Collectively, these initial insights set the stage for future investigations to determine how the interplay between Fc:FcR interactions and ligation of the target molecule influence functions. Furthermore, they serve as a cautionary note for researchers performing rodent studies using immunocompetent mAbs to manipulate co‐signaling pathways, as these studies may have limited relevance to clinically available mAbs.

An additional consideration when choosing the appropriate Fc fragment to incorporate into the design of mAbs capable of manipulating of specific co‐signaling pathways, is that many co‐signaling molecules function as both receptors and ligands. For example, while PD‐L1 is recognized as a *ligand* for both CD80 and PD‐1, PD‐1 can also mediate signals through PD‐L1 in a *receptor* capacity. Indeed, PD‐L1 signaling on tumors protects them from T cell--mediated death.[91](#lio2235-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} Thus while anti‐PD‐L1 mAbs with competent Fcs have the potential to mediate ADCC, ADCP, and CDC of PD‐L1--bearing tumors, if such Fc crosslinking induces protective signals through PD‐L1, the overall anti‐tumor immune response may be attenuated.

In addition to choosing an appropriate Fc fragment---a choice that will likely need to be individualized for each unique mAb---the choice of which receptor:target interactions to block/enhance in each individual pathway requires more study. For example, CTLA‐4---the counter‐receptor for CD28---binds both CD80 and CD86 so that a blocking mAb could potentially be engineered to block either or both interactions.[92](#lio2235-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, when considering the PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade, it is notable that in addition to PD‐1, PD‐L1 also binds CD80, while PD‐1 binds to B7‐DC (PD‐L2).[40](#lio2235-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} While both PD‐L1:PD‐1 and PD‐L1:CD80 interactions are important for PD‐L1 mediated tolerance in mouse models, how this finding will translate into human disease is uncertain, raising the question of whether mAbs which block both interactions are best suited for the treatment of human disease.[93](#lio2235-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"} It is also notable that there are molecules, which serve at the interface between multiple co‐signaling pathways, e.g., CD80. As such, targeting specific segments of one pathway will affect receptor:ligand interactions in sister pathways, potentially mediating unanticipated biologic consequences.

In comparison to developing mAbs designed to mediate "checkpoint inhibition," the development of biologic tools for enhancing co‐*stimulating* pathways is dramatically more difficult. The genesis of this difficulty is that the ability of a mAb to costimulate T cell proliferation in vitro does not necessarily correlate with its antitumor activity in vivo.[94](#lio2235-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, other factors such as how/whether the ability of such mAbs to block naturally occurring receptor: ligand interactions influences function are difficult to predict using preclinical models. Surgical "window of opportunity trials" may offer a partial solution to these concerns in that it is theoretically possible to test a variety of different mAbs against a particular target and obtain an early readout of their clinical efficacy, while also evaluating tissue‐specific and biomarker data. However, such approaches are limited by factors such as feasibility, expense, and potential treatment delays.[95](#lio2235-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"} As such, it is incumbent upon us as a field to better define preclinical parameters predictive of the clinical efficacy of unique mAbs targeting individual co‐signaling pathways.

*Combination Therapies* {#lio2235-sec-0007}
-----------------------

Conceptually, combination approaches, using mAbs targeting diverse co‐signaling pathways, have the potential to support the antitumor immune cell from initial recognition of tumor antigens, to growth/expansion, to mediation of tumor cell death, and, ultimately, generation of a memory pool (not necessarily in that sequence).[96](#lio2235-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"} A detailed discussion of these approaches in SCCHN is reviewed elsewhere.[40](#lio2235-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#lio2235-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [97](#lio2235-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} However, it is critical to understand that trials employing mixed targeting of co‐inhibitory and co‐stimulatory pathways are already demonstrating therapeutic success. For example, combinations of anti‐PD‐1/CTLA‐4 were more effective than either agent alone in the management of untreated PD‐L1 metastatic melanoma.[98](#lio2235-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#lio2235-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} Combinations of anti PD‐1 with anti CD137 are currently under study.[100](#lio2235-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [101](#lio2235-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} Optimizing such approaches will rely on improved knowledge of the most appropriate combinations for clinical evaluation, a better understanding of how the timing/sequence of drug administration will impact outcomes, and increased availability of clinical grade drugs for evaluation.

In addition to mAb:I‐O combinations, many groups are combining mAb:I‐O with other treatment modalities such as traditional chemotherapeutics and other types of "immunomodulatory" agents such as radiation/cryotherapy/viral therapy. For example, in a phase III trial, coined IMPOWER 150, the combination of the anti‐PD‐L1 inhibitor, Tecentriq, the anti‐VEGF mAb, Avastin, carboplatin, and paclitaxel provided an OS survival benefit in first line therapy of non‐squamous NSCLC versus appropriate control arms. Importantly, this survival benefit was observed in both PD‐L1--positive and negative populations and in patients with a low gene signature for T effector cells---an observation that may provide additional hope for patients lacking an inflammatory infiltrate.[102](#lio2235-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} Alternatively, several groups are using radiation/cryotherapy/viral therapy to induce antigen specific T cell responses within the tumor and then protecting these nascent antitumor T cells with mAb:I‐O.[77](#lio2235-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#lio2235-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}, [104](#lio2235-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} We anticipate that these and other combinatorial approaches will be rapidly adopted into the care of patients with SCCHN.

*Clinical Trial Design* {#lio2235-sec-0008}
-----------------------

The majority of new I‐O products were tested and approved in patients with advanced disease.[59](#lio2235-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} However, while data is emerging for patients with SCCHN, findings in other tumor types suggests that mAb:I‐O may have a role in preventing disease recurrence in high‐risk patients. For example, the anti‐CTLA‐4 mAb, Ipilimumab, significantly enhances recurrence free survival and overall survival in patients with surgically treated stage III melanoma.[105](#lio2235-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}, [106](#lio2235-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}, [107](#lio2235-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"} Recent studies augment these findings, demonstrating that the anti--PD‐1 mAb, nivolumab, offers a survival advantage over Ipilimumab in patients with stage IIIB, IIIC, or IV melanoma, who have undergone a complete surgical resection.[108](#lio2235-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}, [109](#lio2235-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"} Optimistically, ongoing clinical studies will reveal a similarly efficacious role for post‐treatment PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade in preventing disease recurrence in patients with advanced SCCHN.

In addition to preventing recurrence, mAb--I‐O has a documented role in the neoadjuvant setting. For example, presurgical administration of nivolumab to patients with early NSCLC, mediated major responses in 45% of patients.[110](#lio2235-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} In patients with HPV+ and HPV‐ resectable SCCHN, preoperative administration of nivolumab mediated a reduction in tumor size in approximately 50% of patients.[111](#lio2235-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"} Similar findings were also reported using the anti--PD‐1 mAb pembrolizumab, suggesting that these results are not secondary to a use of a particular drug.[112](#lio2235-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} While we as a field continue to await more mature results, the high response rates associated with PD‐L1:PD‐1 blockade in the neoadjuvant setting, hold tremendous promise for patients presenting with advanced SCCHN---particularly those who are HPV negative.[113](#lio2235-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} Of equal import, as previously mentioned, these window of opportunity trials are also an excellent means to get an early indication of how/whether new I‐O targets are worth resource investment.

CONCLUSIONS {#lio2235-sec-0009}
===========

A recent study showing the combination of neoantigen specific adoptive transfer, IL‐2, and checkpoint inhibition was effective in curing a patient with widely metastatic breast cancer suggests that we now have I‐O tools capable of treating solid tumors in some patients.[12](#lio2235-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} In this review, we have outlined several focused areas of research that will optimistically allow similar successes in the treatment of patients with cancers of the head and neck and improve both the quality and quantity of life for patients whose disease, as a whole, has proved largely recalcitrant.
